CROSS-COUNTRY SCHEDULE

YARMOUTH
Oct. 11, Tufts at Tufts.
Nov. 2, Holy Cross at Franklin.

NEW ENGLAND INTER-COLLEGE MEET
Nov. 13, New England Inter-college at Franklin Park.

Freshmen

KICKERS IN GOOD FORM

IN OPENING SCRIMMAGE

Players Show Good Pass Work

IN BEATING SCUB TEAM

Tech Union Meeting

(Signed from Page 2)

At a time when the chief Tech sport seems to be the dumpling of water polo, we sit here down and write this story about the October schedule of the Fall Tech athletic season. Perhaps it would be appropriate to tell you first a little of the style which will be introduced in this column by a new author this year.

As long as ideas hold out, we hope to keep most news out of this column and reserve it for anecdotes, side views, and perhaps a little humor. We also hope to use this space for a sports editorial opinion. The latter is something that has been lacking in the Tech sport section. Being a firm booster in M.I.T. athletics we don't want to be accused of slacker and will therefore try to make our opinions count. If ever sport policies which are really worthwhile are expressed, we hope to remain them in this column.

Tech sports should, as a whole, be as successful as the sports of the past have been. As Tech seems to have a fairly large number of students with which to form the backbones of winning teams. Fencing, particularly, is well equipped with experienced men because retiring Captain Rosenberg last year sacrificed immediate prospects to get stronger men and build for this year. His work is as successful.

Our our the hangar and coaching apparatus right on the new safety of the hangar and speak to the varsity manager for details.

Report WeAnesday

T.E.N.

Out of the nine games on here under the T.E.N. schedule, four have higher rank than they held last year. The game with the highest is against Brown University, Saturday.

Between the Lines

Although diverse times within the six years, she still continued to move in the best circles—Daily. Although she fell more at home in the best triangles—Ludin. Opinion.

Walton Lunch Co.

Morning, Noon and Night

You will find all Tech at 78 Massachusetts Avenue Cambridge
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SPORTS COMMENT

Military Service

Officers Promoted

T.E.N.

Out of the nine officers here from last year in the T.E.N., four have higher rank than they held last year. Captain Green is now a Lieutenant Colonel. The Captain, R. C. Hyde of last year is now addressed as Major, and G. A. L. (Beecher) Seeley, who was from First Lieutenant to Captain. The new man in the Coast Artillery Corps whom we call Senator is J. B. D. Fiskman for General.
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